How to Make a No Sew Fleece Blanket (W/out Bulky Knots)
Every child that comes to Liberty House for services receives a stuffed animal and blanket to take home. It is a
simple reminder to them that someone cares. This is a quick and easy project!

Supplies needed:
● 2 Yards Plain Color Fleece

● 2 Yards Patterned Fleece

● Sharp sewing scissors or rotary cutter

● 4-Inches Square template

I like to use a pattern & a plain color fleece.
This example is a teen/ adult size, but here
are numbers for smaller size blankets:
2 yds = adult size blanket (most needed size)
1 1/2 yd = toddler
1 yd = baby

Layout your fleece on top of each other.
Smooth out wrinkles and match up edges as
best you can. Don't pull too much as fleece
has a bit of stretch to it.

Trim edges. Please don’t skip this step. The
blankets turn out so much nicer when the
selvage is trimmed off!

Using your template, place on corner and cut
out. Do this on all four corners.

With the toddler/baby size start with a 3 inch
cut.

Start cutting a four inch strip along the edge.
These are 1 1/4 inch strips.

After you cut the four inch strips, fold them
up.

Carefully make a small slit on the fold. This is
your hole for 'tying', so the smaller the better.

Turn the strip up & pull down inside, through
the slit.

Tug gently to make it taut.

Continue down the row with each strip.

This knotting gives the blanket a nice look to
the plain color side of the blanket. Also no
bulky knots to poke you in the back when you
are wrapped up in it!

Please share your pictures with us! We’d
love to post them on our social media sites.
Email to: Achristian@libertyhousecenter.org
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